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The performance of prognostic models in Dutch intensive care: Results from NICE 

Abstract 
National Intensive Care Evaluation (NICE) is a national concerted action initiative to assess 
and improve quality of Dutch Intensive Care Units (ICUs). Prognostic models to predict case 
mix adjusted risk of hospital mortality are vital to evaluate the performance of intensive care 
units, with the ratio of observed and predicted mortality being a useful measure for this 
purpose. The choice of a well calibrated model is critical. In this chapter the performance of 
five general prognostic models for intensive care, the APACHE II, SAPS II, MPMo II, MPM24 
II and LODS, were evaluated. Because of lack of fit of these models, one model (SAPS II) has 
been recalibrated and applied to three Dutch hospitals. 

4.1 Introduction 
Although intensive care (IC) obviously reduces mortality and morbidity for many types of 
patients routinely admitted to intensive care units (ICUs), its effectiveness and efficiency is 
not evaluated in a systematic and continuous way. As a relatively large proportion of hospital 
resources is spent on ICUs, budgetary constraints have prompted physicians to assess their 
performance. Over the last two decades several initiatives, national as well as international, 
were born to enable quality assessment in intensive care [1-9]. In the Netherlands in 1996, 
National Intensive Care Evaluation (NICE) was founded for this purpose [10]. A minimal data 
set is collected for each admission to a participating ICU, rather than on subsets of patients. 
After two years of piloting, a minimal data set was defined with definitions and procedures 
tested in practice. The NICE infrastructure independently checks quality of received data, 
calculates severity of illness scores and hospital mortality predictions according to APACHE 
II/III [11,12], SAPS II [13], MPM0/24II [14] and LODS [15], delivers reports about quality of 
data and benchmarking report in return, and organises yearly audit meeting. The standard 
report describes aggregate patient characteristics and outcome (mortality and length of stay) 
of individual ICUs compared to the pooled average. The ratio of observed in-hospital 
mortality and expected hospital mortality (as projected for this case mix by the prognostic 
models), more commonly called the Standardised Mortality Ratio (SMR), can be used as a 
benchmark to compare quality of care in ICUs. Case mix adjustment with prognostic models, 
however, requires prior testing of discrimination and calibration of the models applied [16, 
17]. 
This chapter investigates the performance of several available multipurpose models for adult 
ICU patients. Case mix of the populations on which the models have been developed and of 
our population is compared, and discrimination and calibration of the models are tested. 
Recalibration of the SAPS II model is described and the suitability for auditing Dutch ICUs 
this way is discussed. 

4.2 Material and methods 
Hospitals 
From 1997 eight ICUs of three teaching and three university hospitals started to collect the 
minimal data set for each patient admitted to their unit. Three ICUs were mixed medical and 
surgical units, two ICUs were medical, one ICU was surgical, and one was neurosurgical. 
One ICU, specialised in cardiovascular surgery, was excluded from the study described in 
this chapter, according to the exclusion criteria of the prognostic models. 
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Data collection 
The minimal data set contains 96 variables describing demographics, admission and 
discharge date, ICU and hospital discharge status and all variables to calculate severity of 
illness scores and hospital mortality predictions according to APACHE II, APACHE III (only 
score), SAPS II, MPM0/24II and LODS. Delegates from the participating ICUs are actively 
involved in maintaining the data definitions. An online data dictionary with definitions and 
examples adds to homogeneity of clarification. Detailed information on the minimal data set 
can be read on the web site [18] (in Dutch). 
For efficiency the minimal data set is retrieved from existing information systems as much as 
possible. Two ICUs combine data from a local database (with or without filling in paper-
based forms beforehand) with data from the hospital information system. The other five units 
derive all data from their Patient Data Management System (PDMS) which were adapted to 
the demands of the minimal data set [19]. Data extraction problems leaded to exclusion of two 
ICUs. For this study we used data from all consecutive admissions to five ICUs of three 
hospitals from January Is' 1998 till January 1st 1999. 
Exclusion criteria for the analysis were identical to those prescribed by the prognostic 
models, i.e. patients younger than 16 years (APACHE II) or 18 years (SAPS II, MPM0/24 II, 
LODS), patients with a length of stay in ICU < 8 hours (APACHE II), and patients admitted 
for burns, suspected myocardial infarction, coronary artery bypass grafts (APACHE II, SAPS 
II, MPMo/24 II, LODS) or cardiac surgery (SAPS II, MPM0/24 II, LODS). For patients with 
multiple ICU admissions during the hospital stay, only data from the first admission were 
used. 

4.3 Data analysis 
The characteristics of the Dutch ICU population were compared to those of the populations 
on which the APACHE II, SAPS II, MPM0/24 H, LODS were developed (to the extent 
described in the literature). Chi-square statistics and Mest were applied with p=0.05 as 
threshold. 
To evaluate the performance of APACHE II, SAPS II, MPMo/24 II and LODS in our 
population, calibration and discrimination were assessed. To describe discrimination the area 
under the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve is used. A value above 0.7 is usually 
considered satisfactory, a value higher than 0.8 is usually considered excellent. 
To measure the calibration of a model the degree of correspondence between observed and 
predicted in-hospital mortality across predefined risk strata was formally tested by the two 
Hosmer Lemeshow chi-square statistics. These tests are based on stratification of patients 
into groups with either equal expected probability ranges (H-statistics) or equal percentiles of 
the estimated probabilities (C-statistics). Within each stratum the observed and expected in-
hospital deaths and survivors were compared. Large differences result in large % and a low 
p-value, suggesting that the model does not fit well to the actual patient group. To recalibrate 
a model with unsatisfactory performance the data set was randomly split into a training set 
(80%) and a test set (20%) and logistic regression was used to derive a new equation for 
hospital mortality prediction on the training set. Independent variables were equal to those 
used in the original models and in-hospital mortality was the dependent variable. Again, 
performance of the customised model was evaluated by area under the ROC curve and 
Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit tests. 
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Finally, for illustrative purpose we compared performance of ICUs from three hospitals based 
on stratified comparison of SMRs. Harshly defined, starting from the principal that the 
predicted mortality is well calibrated, a SMR <1.0 demonstrates less mortality than expected 
according to the (case-mix adjusting) prognostic model. Reversely, a SMR significantly 
exceeding 1.0 suggests excess mortality according to the prognostic model. The 95% 
confidence intervals of SMRs were calculated according Gardner and Altman [20]. When 
SMRs differ between ICUs, the ICU length of stay is compared to check for differences in 
discharge policy. 
All statistical analyses were executed using SPSS version 8.0. 

4.4 Results 
During 1998 data of 5705 consecutive admissions were collected. We excluded per protocol 
re-admissions (n=194), patients younger than 16 years (n=85) or 18 years (n=l 14), patients 
admitted to the ICU less than 8 hours (n=182), patients admitted for suspected myocardial 
infarction, coronary artery bypass grafts (n=2458) or cardiac surgery (n=517). A data set 
remained of 2437 admissions for APACHE II (called data set A) and a smaller subset, due to 
other exclusion criteria, of 2067 admissions for SAPS II, MPMo/24 II and LODS (called data 
set B). 
Table 4.1 showed that none of the characteristics of the Dutch ICU admissions (data set A) 
differed from the 5030 admissions from the American APACHE II study. The distribution of 
APACHE II score for non-surgical and post-surgical admissions is presented in Table 4.1 and 
Figure 4.2. The Dutch population has a statistical significant higher score compared to the 
American APACHE II population. 
Table 4.2 shows the comparison between characteristics of the Dutch ICU admissions (data 
set B) and the European/North American population used to develop SAPS II and LODS. 
None of the characteristics showed statistical difference between the two populations. Table 
4.3 represents characteristics of the Dutch population (data set B) compared to the population 
used to develop the MPMo/24 II models. The only statistical significant difference found was 
that Dutch patients were more likely to be mechanical ventilated at the time of admission or 
immediately thereafter (p<0.001). 
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Table 4.1 Characteristics of Dutch population compared to APA CHE II validation population. 

Characteristic 

Number of admissions 

Hospital mortality (%) 

Nonsurgical (%) 

Postsurgical (%) 

Peripheral vascular surgery (%) 

Trauma (multiple/head) (%) 

Craniotomy for neoplasm (%) 

Extracerebral haemorrhage (%) 

Cardiac arrest (%) 

GI bleeding (%) 

Thoracotomy for neoplasm (%) 

Sepsis (%) 

Respiratory infection (%) 

Drug overdose (%) 

APACHE II 

5030 

19.7 

40.0 

60.0 

10.7 

7.6 

6.0 

5.4 

4.8 

4.6 

4.4 

3.8 

3.7 

3.1 

NICE 1998 

2437 

19.0 

30.0 

70.0 

4.7 

3.5 

3.5 

7.5 

4.2 

1.3 

4.5 

5.2 

5.3 

3.0 

Non surgical 

Hi hmj 
0-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 >35 

I APACHE II population D Dutch population 

Post-surgical 

Ifc 
0-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 >35 

IAPACHE II population DDutch population 

Figure 4.1 Distribution APACHE score for the 
American population and the Dutch population 
for non surgical patients. 

Figure 4.2 Distribution APACHE score for the 
American population and the Dutch population 
for post-surgical patients. 
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Table 4.2 Characteristics of Dutch population compared to SAPS II/LODS population. 

Characteristic 
Number of admissions 
Hospital mortality (%) 
Unscheduled surgery (%) 
Scheduled surgery (%) 
Medical (%) 

Age (years ± SD) 
Male (%) 
Female (%) 
LOS ICU (days ± SD) 
LOS hospital (exl pre-IC) 

SAPS Il/LODS 
13152 

21.8 
19.6 
31.2 
48.4 
57.2 ± 18.5 
59.6 
40.4 
6.6 ±9.5 

19.1 ± 18.9 

NICE 1998 
2067 

22.9 
18.5 
30.6 
50.8 
57.7 ± 18.1 
58.0 
42.0 

5.8 ± 10.6 
23.3 ±32.0 

Table 4.3 Characteristics of Dutch population compared to MPM0/24II population. 

Characteristic 

Number of admissions 
Coma or deep stupor (%) 
Heart rate>= 150 (%) 
Systole <=90 (%) 
Chronic renal insufficiency (%) 
Cirrhosis (%) 
Metastatic neoplasm (%) 
Acute renal failure (%) 
Cardiac dysrhytmia (%) 
Cerebrovascular incident (%) 
Gastro-intestinal bleeding (%) 
Intracranial mass effect (%) 
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
prior to admission (%) 
Mechanical ventilation prior to 
admission or immediately 
thereafter (%) 
Medical or urgent surgery (%) 

MPMo/24 II 
19124 
11.5 
2.6 
8.7 
4.6 
3.3 
6.4 

6.5 
15.7 
8.3 
6.9 
9.2 
4.2 

49.1 

69.6 

NICE 1998 

2067 
7.0 
4.4 
15.3 
5.4 

1.5 
5.5 
7.3 
14.1 

8.1 
3.7 
9.9 
10.9 

72.0 

69.3 
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In data set A the APACHE II model predicted 538 (22%) hospital deaths, while 462 (19%) 
were actually observed (SMR= 0.86, 95%-CI 0.78-0.94). Data set B contains 473 observed 
deaths while 523, 505, 571 and 590 deaths were predicted by SAPS II, MPM0II, MPM24H and 
LODS respectively. SMRs with 95% confidence intervals are 0.90 (0.82-0.99), 0.93 (0.85-
1.02), 0.83 (0.76-0.91) and 0.80 (0.73-0.88) respectively. 
The APACHE II and SAPS II models had good discriminative power (area under the ROC 
curve 0.82 and 0.81 respectively). Discriminative power of MPM0 II, MPM24II and LODS 
was less but still good (area under the ROC curve 0.77, 0.79 and 0.78 respectively). 
The calibration curves (Figure 4.3) for all models demonstrated that predicted mortality was 
on average higher than observed mortality. Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit H statistics 
varied between 61.9 for APACHE II and 138.5 for LODS II. C statistics varied between 34.8 
for APACHE II and 73.1 for SAPS (Table 4.4). This implies a significant lack of fit for all 
models. Miscalibration was significant in low risk patients (0 till 10% risk of hospital 
mortality) for APACHE II and for middle risk patients (30% till 50% risk of hospital 
mortality) for MPM0 II, MPM24 II and LODS. Low risk patients (0 till 10% risk of hospital 
mortality) had a significant higher hospital mortality than predicted by SAPS II. 

4—APACHE I 

B-SAPS II 

MPM0II 

MPM24 II 

* -LODS 

T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

-0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.7 -0.8 -0.9 -1.0 
Predicted mortality 

Figure 4.3 Calibration curves for APA CHE II, SAPS II, MPM„/:4 II and LODS. 
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Table 4.4 shows the Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness of fit statistics splitted up for the three 
hospitals. One of the three hospitals had a bad fit for all models, but the other two hospitals 
had a good to fair fit for APACHE II, SAPS II, MPM0 II, and MPM24II. The LODS model 
performed badly in all hospitals. 

Table 4.4 Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness of fit test H and C per hospitals. 

All 

Hospital A 

Hospital B 

Hospital C 

APACHE 11 

H 

61.9 c 

29.6 b 

72.4 c 

1.13 

C 

34.8 c 

10.4 

60.7 c 

14.9 

SAPS II 

H 

82.3 c 

32.2" 

89.6 c 

15.4 

C 

73.1 c 

28.9" 

90.4 c 

25.0 a 

MPM0II 

H 

95.9 c 

50.5 c 

84.1 c 

11.8 

C 

52.7 c 

23.2 a 

66.7 c 

17.1 

MPIVk, 11 

H 

60.7 c 

25.5 a 

100.9 c 

15.6 

C 

59.4 c 

15.2 

101.1 ' 

18 .5 ' 

LODS' 

H 

138.2' 

49.2 c 

107.9' 

26.06 

adf=10, p<0.05 
bdf=10,p<0.001 
cdf=10, pO.0001 

Since it was not possible to create 10 approximately equal risk categories, it was not possible to calculate C 

statistics for LODS. 

To investigate which patient categories caused misfit in the original models, SMRs per 
hospital were calculated according to risk groups, age and diagnostic categories. The hospital 
with the poor fit of the original models (hospital B) had a significant lower observed in-
hospital mortality than the predicted mortality by APACHE II, SAPS II, MPM24 II and LODS 
for all patients together and for the risk categories 10-20% and 30-40% in APACHE II, 20-
30% and 70-80% in SAPS II, 10-40% and 50-80% in MPM24H, and 20-40%, 50-60% and 80-
90% in LODS. In the other two hospitals only the low-risk patients (0-10% risk of hospital 
mortality) had a statistical significant higher observed in-hospital mortality than predicted by 
SAPS II, MPMo/24 II and LODS. There were no significant differences between observed and 
predicted in-hospital mortality in any of the age categories in any hospital. 
SMRs based on APACHE II were calculated for the largest diagnostic categories: heart valve 
surgery (n=504), craniotomy for intracerebral haemorrhage (n=129), respiratory infection 
(n=129), sepsis (n=127) and peripheral vascular surgery (n=l 15). Hospital B had a significant 
lower observed in-hospital mortality than predicted mortality for patients admitted after heart 
valve surgery and hospital C had a significant lower observed in-hospital mortality than 
predicted mortality for patient admitted after a craniotomy for intracerebral haemorrhage. 
In both situations (heart valve patients in hospital B and patients admitted after a craniotomy 
for intracerebral haemorrhage in hospital C) the ICU length of stay was significant shorter 
compared to the other hospitals due to more frequently and early transfer to the medium care 
unit. For other diagnostic categories statistical significant differences in mortality between 
hospitals were absent. 
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Because of lack of fit of the original models a new regression equation for in-hospital 
mortality prediction was derived using the training set (n=1650) with, like in the original 
SAPS II model, the SAPS II score and ln(SAPS II score) as independent variables. 
Coefficients of original and recalibrated SAPS II models are presented in Table 4.5. The area 
under the ROC curve showed good discrimination for both training set and test set (n=417); 
0.807 and 0.815 respectively. 
The Hosmer-Lemeshow statistics showed good calibration on the test set; H=9.5, 10 df, p=0.3; 
C=10.9, 10#p=0.28. 

Table 4.5 Coefficients of original and recalibrated SAPS II 

Variables 

SAPS II score 
Ln(SAPS II 
score) 
Constant 

Original SAPS II 
Coefficients 
0.0737 
0.9971 

-7.7631 

Recalibrated SAPS II 
Coefficients 

0.0337 
1.4563 

-7.8646 

To calculate the probability of hospital mortality according to the recalibrated SAPS II: 
-7.8646 + 0.0337* SAPS II score +1.4563[ln(SAPS II score)] 

P(mortality) = I 
, , -7.8646 + 0.0337* SAPS II score +1.4563[ln(SAPS II score)] 

Because customisation changed predicted mortality, it also changed the SMR. Table 4.6 shows 
SMRs per hospital for the five original models and the recalibrated SAPS model. For all 
models hospital B has a lower SMR compared to hospital A and C, although the difference 
between observed and expected mortality is not statistical significant in the recalibrated SAPS 
II model. 

Table 4.6 Standardized mortality ratios per hospital per model 

Model 
APACHE II 
SAPS II 
MPM0 II 
MPM24II 

LODS 
Recalibrated 
SAPS II' 

All 
0.86 (0.78-0.94) 
0.90(0.82-0.99) 
0.94(0.85-1.03) 

0.83(0.76-0.91) 
0.80(0.73-0.88) 
0.88(0.70-1.09) 

Hospital A 
0.88(0.73-1.05) 
1.02(0.86-1.22) 
1.19(0.99-1.41) 

1.03(0.86-1.23) 
0.89(0.74-1.06) 

0.89(0.53-1.39) 

Hospital B 
0.72(0.61-0.84) 

0.68 (0.58-0.79) 
0.73 (0.62-0.85) 
0.60(0.51-0.71) 

0.64 (0.54-0.75) 

0.79(0.70-1.13) 

Hospital C 

1.02(0.88-1.19) 
1.13(0.97-1.30) 
1.04(0.90-1.20) 

1.01 (0.87-1.17) 
0.94(0.81-1.09) 
1.00(0.70-1.37) 

' Confidence interval is larger compared to other models due to a smaller sample size because the data set has 
been split into a training set and a validation set. 
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4.5 Discussion 
Over the past 15 years several initiatives were started to quantify performance of intensive 
care. Instruments have been developed to evaluate the performance of intensive care and to 
compare ICUs among each other. The ratio between observed and predicted hospital mortality, 
the Standardized Mortality Ratio, is one of the statistical tools. The appropriateness of such a 
tool depends on the assumption that existing prognostic models can adjust for differences in 
case mix, because patients admitted to ICUs are a heterogeneous group of patients with large 
differences in admission diagnosis, acute and chronic health status and physiological 
disturbance. Under this assumption the difference between observed and predicted mortality in 
patient populations of different ICUs can be attributed to local differences in quality of care. 
As earlier argued by others [21, 22] there are some other issues which have to be taken into 
account before we can use the SMRs presented in this chapter to judge quality of care of 
Dutch ICUs. Firstly, in this study we only used data of five ICUs of three large university or 
teaching hospitals. These ICUs are not representative for all Dutch ICUs just as patients 
admitted to these ICUs are not representative for the total Dutch ICU population. Since April 
1999 four new ICUs started participation in the NICE project and active recruitment at the end 
of 1999 has led to many interested ICUs. As showed in Table 4.1, and Table 4.3 our study 
population corresponds to a large degree with the American APACHE II population and the 
European/North American population underlying the SAPS II, MPM 0/24II and LODS. 
However, the Dutch population had significant higher APACHE scores than the APACHE II 
population indicating that the Dutch population is more severely ill. A firm conclusion on 
similarity requires more descriptive data from the original APACHE II and SAPS II 
population, than available in the literature. This is particularly relevant as the Dutch 
population of this study is probably not a representative sample from the total Dutch ICU 
population. 
Another issue which has to be taken into account before we can use the SMRs presented in 
this chapter as performance tool is the quality of the data collection, especially the intra- and 
interobserver variability. To reduce variability new ICUs have to be trained before they can 
start participation in the NICE project. Furthermore, next to existing value-domain and 
consistency checking, extensive procedures to check quality of data collection are developed 
at this moment. For example, site visits to evaluate local data collection procedures, evaluation 
of PDMS extraction queries and sample-based recollection have to further improve the quality 
of the Dutch database. 
This study demonstrated that the discrimination of all prognostic models was good, especially 
in APACHE II and SAPS II. However, calibration showed a lack of fit in all models. The 
recalibrated SAPS II model showed good discrimination and calibration. SAPS II is chosen for 
recalibration because this model is most commonly used and has best discrimination next to 
APACHE II. Furthermore, the number of patients with characteristics used as independent 
variables is sufficient in contrast to the APACHE II model, in which the number of patients 
per APACHE II diagnostic category is very small or even zero in our database at this moment. 
Over-prediction of hospital mortality of the original models was obvious in one of the three 
participating hospitals (hospital B). This can be an indication that the quality of care provided 
in this hospital is better compared to the care provided in the American/ European situation 
and maybe also compared to hospital A and C. The recalibrated SAPS II model, however, 
does not show a statistical significant lower in-hospital mortality than the predicted mortality 
(SMR=0.79. 95% CI 0.70-1.13) although the SMR is still lower than the SMR of hospital A 
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and C. The small number of patients in the test set, resulting in large confidence intervals of 
the SMR, can influence this non-significant difference between observed and predicted in-
hospital mortality. The significant lower observed than predicted in-hospital mortality of 
hospital B was presented in low and middle risk categories and in heart valve surgery patients. 
In hospital C patients admitted to the ICU after a craniotomy for cerebral haemorrhage had 
significantly lower in-hospital mortality than predicted. Those patients also had a significant 
lower IC length of stay. Early discharge to a medium care unit instead of a general ward is the 
most probable explanation for these observations. The heart valve surgery patients from 
hospital B had also a lower post-ICU length of stay. However, the post-ICU length of stay for 
patients admitted to the ICU after a craniotomy for cerebral haemorrhage in hospital C was 
much longer compared to that of hospital A. Other patient categories (age categories or large 
diagnostic categories) showed no difference between observed and expected in-hospital 
mortality or between individual ICUs. Again, the fairly small number of patients in each 
category, resulting in large confidence intervals of the SMR, can influence these outcomes. 
Furthermore, differences between the three hospitals in destination after hospital discharge e.g 
home, nursery home or another hospital can lead to bias. Unfortunately, we do not collect data 
about survival in the period after hospital discharge, e.g. 6 or 12 month after hospital 
discharge, to ascertain an outcome measure, unbiased by discharge policies. 
Given the lack of fit of all models, recalibration seems necessary. The recalibrated SAPS II 
model showed good discrimination and calibration. SMRs based on this recalibrated model 
can be used as a benchmark to compare different ICUs and to follow these ICUs in time. 
However, with more ICUs participating in the NICE project performance of existing models 
should be re-evaluated and recalibration of other models such as APACHE II also becomes 
possible. 
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